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Introduction
If you have had the opportunity to read my other Schmidt Rubin Armourer Report, you will have gathered that I am rather fond
of the K31 and its derivatives and as a result I currently own three of these fine rifles in one form or another. Recently the
opportunity arose to purchase a good conditioned K31/43 sniper rifle. Saving up the pennies I managed to secure the rifle together
an original manual, a number of ancillaries which including a set of original W&F aperture sights.

When purchasing a K31/43 there are two key factors that the buyer must factor in. The scope must be in serviceable condition as
there are no spares and servicing requires special tools and knowledge that is unavailable in the UK. Likewise the barrel, bolt and
receiver must also be in good condition as changing a barrel is not an option. The scope cannot be removed without special tools
and expertise, and if left in transit when the barrel is removed it would almost certainly result in the scope being damaged.
Brief History
Reliable information about this version of the K31 rifle appears scarce so the following information is generally cobbled together
from various publications. There is some interesting information on the various forums noticeably theswissriflesdotcom. Probably
one of the best publications is from Joe Poyer and his book, Swiss Magazine Loading Rifles 1869 to 1958, published by North Cape
Publications, however information on the K31/42 & 43 is limited to a few pages.
Although there was some experimentation for a potential sniper rifle using the model 1911 rifle as early as 1919, the project was
shelved until trials began with the K31 in 1935. Trails began at the Schiess Schule at Walanstad using Zeiss, Wild, Gerber and the
Kern telescopic sights. Initially the 1.8x Kern sight was selected in 1940 with a hundred pre production rifles being made in 1943.
In July 1944 the Swiss officially adopted their first sniper rifle in the form of the Zfkar K31/42 (Zeilfernrohrkarabiner). The K31/42
was fitted with a permanently mounted Kern 1.8x telescopic sight on the left side of the receiver and was unique in that the
objectives lens could be rotated up like a periscope.
Approximately 2240 rifles were manufactured in the Eidgenossische Waffenfabrik between 1944 and 1946, however in 1945 the
K31/42 was upgraded to the K31/43 model which was fitted with the more powerful Kern 2.8x telescopic sight. If the forums are
to believed the last 600 rifles were fitted with this sight, however I have also seen the figure of 1083, therefore there are some
discrepancies.
K31 Rifle
Like many military sniper rifles of the period, potential K31 rifles were selected for their accuracy prior to upgrading to K31/42 &
43 standard. However I have been unable to find any technical data referring to that specification. Serial numbers do not align with
K31 production figures and looking at the various forums, serial numbers appear to range from 450001 - 452326 with my rifle
being 451530. To give the reader some technical information on the K31 in general I have copied a section from my previous
Armourers report
Receiver
The receiver appears to be machined from solid which includes the
trigger housing, tang, magazine housing and recoil block. There is no
Indication of any welding processes. Build quality is superb and
together with the numerous machining operation required to manufacture the receiver, this rifle would be very expensive to build by
today’s standards.
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Not including the tang the receiver is only 6.6” long making it very compact in
comparison with rifles of other nations of the period. The front of the receiver is
threaded and the barrel screws into the receiver in the tradition manner. On the left
side of the receiver is the rifles master serial number which should match that found
on the barrel. At the bottom of the receiver there is a large recoil block, double the
size of more modern rifles you see today. In the base of the recoil block is a threaded
hole which takes the front master or king screw. Behind the recoil block is the
magazine housing, whilst its size appears quite diminutive it is off sufficient dimensions to support the magazine and the bolt release/stop assembly which is located on
its right side. The bolt release/stop assembly is a simple spring loaded lever, by depressing it, the bolt can be withdrawn from the
receiver for cleaning etc. With the bolt inserted in the receiver and the lever under the influence of its spring, it acts as a very
effective bolt stop.
To the rear of the magazine housing is the trigger housing and tang. The trigger housing is a self contained unit which contains the
trigger mechanism and the ejector,
however I will discuss this in more
detail in the trigger section. On the
left side of the receiver is what I would
describe as a integral sleeve that runs
the full length of the receiver. This
houses the cocking handle assembly
which will be discussed in the bolt
section. On the top of the receiver is
the ejection port and a section running from the front face of the port to
the rear of the receiver has been machined away to reduce weight, improve the profile and to increase the effective use of the charger clip. Whilst the front of the
receiver is round this machining action has reduced the rear of the receiver to an oval profile. With the ejection port located in the
vertical position empty cases are effectively ejected up and away from the user, however this does have three minor consequences, if the firer is behind cover, brass can be seen ejecting from the rifle, a scope cannot be fitted centrally with the bore and hot
ejected brass can on rare occasions deposit itself in the shooters collar.
Looking at the rear of the receiver the internal profile is round to permit the circular bolt carrier to aligned centrally with the bore.
However there are two grooves either side which accommodate the bolts locking lugs. These locking lugs when in the forward
most position, rotate and lock into the receiver ring.
Barrel
The barrel is 25.65”long, has a 4 groove barrel with a 1 in 10.6 twist, not including the shoulder it is 0.70” at its widest point,
narrowing to 0.63” at the muzzle. It has an inverted crown which is unusual for rifles of this period as most classic rifles have a
round crown as seen on the Mauser's and Enfield’s.
The rear sight sleeve is brazed in place and has a tradition ramp/slider which
is graduated from 300 to 1500 meters. Adjustment of the foresight blade is
unusual and unique, most military rifles from the period have a blade that is
drifted from left to right to obtain windage adjustment. The K31 on the other
hand has a foresight blade which is drifted forwards or rearwards along a
diagonal track to adjust its windage as shown in the image on the previous
page. Whilst unique it must be more difficult to manufacture and therefore
more expensive. The adjustment tool is also considerably more complicated
than comparative designs from the same period and therefore would put off
potential customers. Markings wise the barrel is serial numbered to the
receiver, proof marked and has the usual inspectors stamps.
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Bolt
Before I describe the bolt’s function I will name the key components of the bolt assembly as this will make matters more reader
friendly. The bolt assembly consists of the firing pin, firing pin spring, bolt housing, the bolt, the bolt carrier, extractor and the
cocking handle.
If you look closely at the locking lugs they angled slightly. These angled lugs act together with a cam on the barrel face and
therefore when the cocking handle is pulled to the rear it creates a rotary movement and causes primary extraction. As the cocking
handle continues to the rear a number of actions take place simultaneously; the lug on the cocking handle prevents the bolt
rotating and maintains it alignment with the ejector, the firing pin is cocked and after approximately 3/4” of travel the locking lugs
disengage and rearward movement is permitted.
The bolt assembly continues to the
rear for a further 4.5” at which point
two operations take place simultaneously. The ejector which remains
compressed during most of the bolt
assembly movement is permitted to
rise under the influence of its spring,
the spent case which is being held
onto the bolt face by the extractor,
impacts the ejector and is pivoted upwards and away from the rifle. The
bolt release lever which also remains
compressed during the bolts movement is allowed to rise into the cutout
on the cocking handle and therefore
acts as the bolt stop and arrests all
rearward movement of the bolt assembly.
Forward movement of the bolt being
the reverse, with the new cartridge
being feed from the magazine, up the
the feed ramp, into the chamber and
the firing pin is retained on the sear.
Although the bolt is not closed at this
stage, the firing pin can be release but
mechanical safety prevents firing pin
protrusion. It is this same mechanical
safety that ensures the bolt must be pushed forward a further 3/4”, be fully forward and the bolt locked closed before the firing
pin can achieve a full strike on the primer.
Another unique feature is the rifles safety mechanism. Unlike most rifles which have a lever or catch as a safety, the K31 has the
ring at the rear of the bolt assembly. This ring is part of the firing pin and by pulling the ring to the rear, against the firing pin spring
and rotating it 90° to the right, locks the bolt assembly and prevents the firing pin being released.
Once applied the safety ring cannot be disengaged accidentally by brushing against any equipment. It must be physical pulled to
the rear against its spring pressure and turned to the left to re-engage the sear before it can be released. The reason for the ring
is that Switzerland is an Alpine country where winter temperatures are regularly below freezing and therefore the ring is practical
for gloved hands. Visually and physically there can be no mistake in any combat condition when the safety has been applied.
Another benefit of the ring is that it allows the firing pin to be released under control which reduces mechanical stress. However
I would not recommend lowering the firing pin, no matter how gently on a chambered round as this allows firing protrusion which
could cause an accidental discharge.
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Trigger Assembly
The trigger assembly is a neat and compact mechanism which sits in its own housing and is therefore protected from any external
impact and the elements. Whilst the trigger mechanism and its individual components are made to a high quality, its design differs
considerably from the traditional Enfield and Mauser trigger actions, however its operating principle is identical. Two nibs on the
trigger provide first and second pull and by pulling the trigger the sear is depressed and the bent on the firing pin is released,
allowing the firing pin to strike the primer. Contained within the trigger housing and utilising the same spring as the trigger is the
ejector.
Magazine and Clip
Schmidt Rubin 6rd magazines are well designed and constructed magazines which fit accurately and
securely in all conditions. The K31 magazine is not interchangeable with any of the previous models. The
magazines fits and engages with ease and can be removed in the same manner. They are extremely
reliable and I have never known one to miss-feed, however if I have one minor criticism it is with the
operator. If the operator fails to pull back the bolt with sufficient energy I have know the empty case to
fall back into the receiver.
Whilst the K31 magazine is designed to be removed it is also designed to be used in conjunction with a
charging clip. The Schmidt Rubin clip system is unique and in my opinion best in class, it is reliable,
requires no modification to improve its performance and unlike Enfield clips there is no fumbling or
ripping of finger nails to fill the magazine. The clip is an unusual shape and encloses all six rounds which
protects it from debris, the elements and protects the rounds whilst in the pouch. It is manufactured from
an resin impregnated cardboard type material and is easy
to fill. Charging the magazine is simplicity, place the clip
in the ejection port, press on the cartridges until they clip
into place in the magazine and remove the clip.
I often compete in competitions against 10rd Lee Enfield's
using the K31 and I am putting rounds down the range
long before the first Enfield No4 or SMLE because this
system is so good.
With the K31/42 & 43 the side mounted side would permit the continued of the clip.
Woodwork
The K31’s furniture is manufacture to the same high standard as the rifle and consists of the stock and upper handguard. Like the
Mauser the action is secured with two master screws, one into the tang and the other into the recoil block which both pass
through the trigger guard. The forend is secured with a middle and front band with the middle band containing the front sling
swivel and the front band containing the bayonet boss and the piling hook. On both band the clamping screws are retained. The
front band is somewhat unique as it is hinged making very easy to remove and replace without losing any parts.

The barrel is not floating as it is designed to touch the forend, however as can be seen in the image above, the recoil block sits on
a metal plate and by adding or removing plates the rear of the barrel can float.
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This process added to an almost match quality barrel produces some very accurate results for a military service rifle. The majority
of wooden stocks especially in the UK tend to beech but earlier models were walnut and therefore grain quality can be very pleasing.

K31/42 & 43 Woodwork
The standard of metal to woodwork fitting is to the same high standard
as the K31, however there is nothing special except there are some
minor differences to allow the fitting of the scope. On the left side of
the furniture near the magazine well there is some minor relieving to
clear the underneath of the Kern scope and just forward of this, there is a large scallop to allow the objective lens to fold away
when not in use (see far right image).
Due to the period of manufacture as far as I am aware all stocks are manufactured from walnut rather than the latter model which
were manufactured from beech.
Kern 2.8 Telescopic Sight
Before discussing the scope one must remember one primary design
factor which effects the K31 and the fitting of any telescope - the rifle
ejects its empty cases vertically, therefore any optic must be fitted to
the left of right of the receiver.
The Kern telescopic sight was manufactured in Aarau in Switzerland and
was both unusual and unique for its time with no other country opting
for this design. Most European scopes of the period were very traditional and used rings and a combination of either side and central mounts.
Scope magnification levels of the period where typical x3 or x4 with
some German scopes achieving x6 or even x8.
So why is the Kern 2.8x12 scope so unique? The scope is permanently
fitted to the left of the rifle using a dovetail, which is machined into the
receiver. It cannot be removed by the user or even a Armourer at unit
level and therefore a factory or base repair is is required for major
repairs or overhaul. Being fitted directly to the receiver means the scope is almost in line with the bore which has in my opinion
a number of distinct advantages. Scopes fitted close to the bore line are more accurate, enforces a lower user/head profile which
enhances battlefield survivability, the rifle clip feeding mechanism can still be utilised, the scope design can be more robust and
solid as it is built into the receiver and therefore the scope is less likely to suffer damage
in during military use.
However because the profile of the scope is so low, the optical line of sight can be
obscured by the rifles woodwork or the users hands and arms, therefore the Kern optical
sight has a unique solution in the form of a rotating periscope. When not in use the
objective lens can be rotated downwards and partially protected in a scallop in the stock.
When engagement is required, the lens can be rotated upwards thereby avoiding any
obstruction.
However this format has it drawbacks and the scope lacks an objective and ocular bell
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housing for the lens, which severely restricts the magnification capability of the scope.
The scope fitted to the K31/42 was limited a magnification of 1.8 and a 9mm objective
lens, the K31/43 had a magnification of 2.8 and a 12mm object lens.
The scope is completely devoid of the traditional elevation and windage drums and
therefore one might ask how is the scope zero’d and more importantly for a sniper
scope how does the user quickly adjust for those long range shots.
Zeroing is quite easy but can be a bit “ hit & miss””. Towards the rear of the scope, on
the side and underneath there are two grub screws with a square key slot. Users are
provided with a key and you can adjust the scope to zero at 100m, however there is
no detent action and no scale, therefore
one must be gentle when it comes to the
final adjustments.
Unlike modern tactical scopes with finger adjustable drums, there is no facility
to rapidly adjust your scope to compensate for wind and therefore you have to
aim off. I am sure with experience, you
could utilise the reticule segments but as
you can see from the right hand image,
it does have it limitations.
On top of the scope there is what looks
like at first glance a rearsight. This “rearsight” is graduated from 100-700m and
is calibrated to the Swiss GP11 7.5mm
cartridge. By sliding the scale the user
can instantly adjust the scope between
100-700m in 100m increments and
therefore can rapidly engage targets at
various distances.
Reticule
The scopes reticule is somewhat unusual albeit rather simple being represented by an reverse V symbol and graduated in ‰ or per mille, which is a sign indicating parts per thousand. As can be seen in the
image above each segment represents 20 parts per thousand or 20 ‰. With a magnification of 2.8x and a 12mm object lens, the
field of view is 80 ‰.
The Zeilfernrohrkarabiner 31/42 and 31/43 Manual.
When I purchased this rifle I was also fortunate to get the military manual with it. I have tried to translated 31/42 & 31/43 section
in the manual using Google translator as my German is poor. Google translator does not always translate into typical English,
therefore I have altered some text to make more technical sense. As a result please excuse any errors I may have made.
General information
The carbine with the telescope is the weapon of the sniper. The telescope increases the visibility of the target and thus allows more
precise targeting. The telescope is firmly connected to the carbine 31. The rifle can be targeted with the help of the telescopic sight
as well as the iron sights.
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Maintenance
For the maintenance of the weapon itself, the same provisions apply as for the carbine 31 without the telescope. However with
the telescope it also requires:
- Careful treatment and protection against impact and shock.
- Protection against moisture and dirt, if the telescope becomes wet, it must be allowed to dry at room temperature and not in
the vicinity of an radiator or heat source
- Clean the glass with clean soft rags before carefully wiping away the debris or dust.
- Slightly grease the metal parts; the lenses must not come into contact with grease, with weapon cleaning oil or petroleum.
- Adjustment of the telescope (correction of the reticule) may only be carried out by the weapon mechanic.

- Repairs on the telescope can not be carried out. Carbines which require the telescope to be repaired must be sent back to the
3rd line workshops.
Technical information
Vergrosserung
Gesichtsfeld
Eintrittoffnung
Leitkurvenvisier
Einteilung von 100 zu 100m

- Magnification
- Field of view
- Objective Lens
- Translation unknown
- Range adjustment

Mod 31/42
1.8x
125 ‰
9mm
5mm
100-1000m

Mod 31/43
2.8x
80 ‰
12mm
4.3mm
100-700m

Aim and shoot
1. Aim
The telescope is can be adjusted for all distances. Therefore you place the tip of the roof-shaped reticule on the target. If the target
point deviates more than 1‰ from the mean point of impact, that is, the centre point of the group located on the target at 300m
is outside the black, then the telescope has to be corrected.
For aiming with the telescope, the swivel arm is completely swivelled out and the
sliding scale corresponding to the distance is adjusted on the telescope. After use of
the telescope, the swivel arm must be pivoted back into the recess of the stock and
the sliding scale has to be reset to 100m again. Excessive movement of the swivel arm
is likely to damaged the telescope.
2. Reticule
The thickness of the target is 0.5 ‰ and the auxiliary value 2 ‰. The field of view with
model 31/42 (1.8 fold magnification) measures 125 ‰; With the model 31/43 (2.8x
magnification) measures 80 ‰.
3. Shooting with target telescope
One complete turn of the windage or elevation adjusting screw, results in altering
the point of impact at 300m by approximately 5‰ or 150cm.
Telescope adjustment
Left shot - Turn the grub screw to the left in a counterclockwise direction.
Right Shot - Turn the grub screw to the right in the clockwise direction.
Shot high - Turn the grub screw upwards in the clockwise direction.
Shot low - Turn the grub screw downwards in the counterclockwise direction.
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Range Test & Summary
As mentioned at the beginning of this report, I am particularly fond of the K31 and its derivatives but I love to see them returned
to their prime and not covered in grim, cracks and bruises that they tend to acquire over the years, therefore as with my other
rifles I carried out a major service and restored the woodwork to its original condition but otherwise I leave the rifle untouched.
This is important as unlike many other classic rifles I restore, this is not a replica, its is a genuine Swiss sniper rifle that I want to
research its capabilities.
Before we start any range test, one must consider the ammunition that is to be used. The original GP11 load consisted of a 174gr
.308 bullet giving 2640fps but is no longer available in the UK. Factory ammunition that is reliably available is PPU with 174gr FMJ
bullets with a velocity of 2526fps and a loss of 114fps against the GP11. Reloading data is limited and over the years I have reloaded
extensively for this cartridge and found most reloading data to be
on the low side. For consistency I stick with Sierra bullets and my
choice is the 168gr HPBT, a little light but readily available. My
powder choice is Vihtavuori and the Hornady manual lists
51.1grns of N160 as the maximum load with the 168gr bullet but
the velocities are always on the low side and the cartridge rarely
obturate's. I have used N150 with reasonable success but prefer
N140 to be the best with velocities closer to the G11 cartridge
and reliable obturation.
Range testing took place in March 2017 on a chilly but bright
sunny morning with next to no wind. Using a bench and bags to
support the rifle and to take as much of the human element out
of the equation as possible I fired a number of rounds to zero the
rifle at 100yrds. As mentioned earlier in the report, zeroing is a
gentle and fine process that requires patience. Rushing with
aggressive turns of the zeroing key will just incur course adjustment that will result in you missing that all important zeroing
point and wasting ammo. Having zeroed the rifle, the next task
was to generate the best average group that the rifle was capable off.
As the Kern scope is not far off celebrating its eightieth birthday,
one thing that deteriorates over time is the lens cement and
consequently picture quality takes on a grey haze appearance.
With scopes of this type there is little you can do and it is my
opinion that if the the scope is still usable, bear with it and do not
interfere as it will result in disaster. I shot five, four round groups
and the best group of the day was 30mm group as shown in the
image on the right.
Summary
Shooting the K31/43 is very similar to shooting the standard K31 and therefore a new Sniper would find the transition from service
to sniper rifle relatively simple. Trigger pull even on K31’s is good but this K31/43 is excellent, being both light and crisp. Whether
this was done at the factory or by a unit Armourer I am unable to tell but it definitely enhances accuracy.
Zeroing takes time and as you can see from the image above, I am still a little way off. This is because you have to decide to zero
with a cold or hot barrel. Normally the Sniper would zero with a cold barrel as his first shot is crucial. However as I am shooting on
a gallery range and for pleasure, therefore I have decided to zero with a hot barrel as I am planning to shoot the rifle numerous
times during the range day. As the zeroing screws are un-lockable and loosen with age, I have dropped some binding compound
on the screws just to hold them in place.
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Accuracy is superb for a rifle of this age, type and like all K31’s, the rifle is a pleasure to shoot. The only slightly odd sensation is
having to lower your cheek position to align with the scope, which takes a while to get use too, but once practiced becomes quiet
normal. Although a unique design, the Kern scope is the rifles weakness and sadly it was this limited magnification and a narrow
field of view that lead to the rifles very short service life.

This is a rather unique and quiet rare rifle, so I plan to limit my shooting to enhance its longevity, however I feel the controlling
factor is not so much the rifles fair wear and tare but the lenses and therefore the scopes picture quality.
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